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DISTRIBUTED CONTROL OF STOCHASTIC ELLIPTIC

SYSTEMS INVOLVING LAPLACE OPERATOR

A. S. OKB EL BAB, ABD-ALLAH HYDER AND A. M. ABDALLAH

Abstract. In this paper, new problems concerned with distributed control
for Neumann or Dirichlet stochastic elliptic systems are considered. Such

systems with a quadratic cost (economic) functional are described. First, the
existence and uniqueness of the state process for these systems is proved, then
the set of equations and inequalities that characterizes the distributed control
is obtained.

1. Introduction

Optimal control deals with the problem of finding a control law for a given system
such that a certain optimality criterion is achieved. A control problem includes a
cost (economic) functional that is a function of state and control variables. An
optimal control is a set of differential equations describing the paths of the control
variables that minimize the cost functional.

Lions and others [10-11], [14] have studied the optimal control systems for both
elliptic , hyperbolic and parabolic. They have studied the standard cases , which
have evolved and got the attention of Sergienko [14] and others. They have studied
have the same regulations , but to develop models of the system.

The study of stochastic systems is of significance [1-2], [5-9], since they have ap-
plications [3,15] in problems in financial economics, engineering, biological sciences,
in physical sciences and other areas of applied Mathematics.

With a deeper look , we thought that we follow the same lines and studied
standard random systems and made clear the difference between the two studies to
be a new shift in the path that has many applications.

In this paper, we use the idea of the concepts of the difference between the de-
terministic and stochastic systems to start a new plan in optimal control problems
constrained by stochastic partial differential equations and develop it. To improve
this deterministic mathematical model, we assume that we replace some determin-
istic data in the partial differential equations with stochastic input data.

If there are inputs that are random, then the solutions of the systems to the new
model problem should also, be including randomness. Then, We need a stochastic
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domain, and may need to use probability theories for the solution to the new model
problem.

In this paper, we study the scalar case of state process equation where the model
of the system is laplace operator, such that the system of one equation. The plan
of the paper is as follows, in section 2, we introduce the definitions and notations.
In section 3, we derive the existence and uniqueness for the state process then , we
study necessary conditions for optimality. In section 4, we study the Neumann
stochastic elliptic systems with constraints. Finally, we show the difference in
deterministic systems in section 5.

2. Notations
In this section, we shall consider some definitions introduced in [11-13] con-

cerning the stochastic sobolev space , the embedding and which are necessary to
introduce our work.

GivenRn,define a multi-indexaas an ordered collection of integersa = (a1, ..., an),such
that its length is given by|a| =

∑n
i=1 ai.Ifvis anq−times differentiable function, then

for anyawith|a| ≤ qthe derivative can be expressed as

Daq(x) =
∂|a|q

∂xa1
1 ∂xa2

2 ...∂xan
n

By integration by parts formula, for a given an open domainG ⊆ Rd andv ∈
Cm(G),Ψ ∈ C∞(G) with|a| ≤ m∫

G

m(x)DaΨ(x) dx = (−1)|a|
∫
G

Ψ(x)Dam(x) dx

For a givenm,n ∈ L1(G), LetΨbe locally integrable inG.Then a locally integrable
functionnis said to be the weaka− thderivative ofm = DaΨ iff∫

G

m(x)DaΨ(x) dx = (−1)|a|
∫
G

Ψ(x)n(x) dx

W k,p(G)is the Sobolev space of differentiabilityk and integrabilityp.It consists of
functionsu which arek−weakly differentiable, such thatDau ∈ Lp(G)for all|a| ≤ k.

The Sobolev spacesW k,p(G)are Banach spaces with the norm∥∥∥∥u∥∥∥∥
k,p;G

=

(∫
G

∑
|a|≤k

∣∣∣∣Dαf

∣∣∣∣p dx

) 1
p

.

Observe that the spaceW 0,p(G) is just Lp(G). In the case thatp = 2, we also
introduce the notationHk(G) = W k,2(G). TheseL2−Sobolev spaces are Hilbert
spaces under the inner product⟨

u, v

⟩
k

=

∫
G

∑
|a|≤k

Dau Dav dx.

We consider a Hilbert spaceHand we will get two important notations for bilinear
forms on Hilbert spaces.

Letb(?, ?) : H ×H → R be a bilinear form. It is said to be
(i) Continuous if there exists a constantC > 0such that

|b(x, y)| ≤ C∥x∥∥y∥ ∥ ∀x, y ∈ H,
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(ii) (Eliptic (or Coercive) if there exists a constantc > 0such that

b(x, x) ≥ c∥x∥2,∀x ∈ H.

Lax-Milgram states:
Supposeb(., .) : H ×H → Ris a continuous and coercive bilinear form. For every

linear form L ∈ H́, there exists a uniquex ∈ Hsuch that:b(x, y) = L(y), y ∈ H.
Moreover, ifb(., .)is symmetric, then x ∈ H is characterized by:

b(x, x)− 2L(x) = min
y∈E

(
b(y, y)− 2L(y)

)
For our stochastic elliptic problems, we use a complete probability space(Ω,F , P ),whereΩis

a sample space (a set of outcomes),F is anσ-algebra of events andP : F → [0, 1] is
a probability measure.

Existence and Uniqueness for Stochastic Elliptic Systems and
Dirichlet Conditions

In this section, we study the distributed control problem for stochastic elliptic
systems involving Laplace operator. Let us consider the following stochastic elliptic
equations: 

−∆u(x) = W (x) in G

u(x) = 0 on ∂G

(2.1)

whereGis a bounded, continous and strictly domain inRnwith boundary∂G
Whileu(x) ∈ H1

0 (Ω,F , P ;G)is a state process andW (x)is a wiener process. We
prove the existence and uniqueness of the state process for system (2.1) in the
following subsection.

Formulation of the Optimal Control Problem. The main goal of this section
is to formulate mixed initial boundary value Dirichlet problem for stochastic elliptic
systems . The space[L2(Ω,F , P ;G)]being the space of controls. For a controly ∈
[L2(Ω,F , P ;G)],the state process of the systemuis given by the solution of the
following system: 

−∆u(y) = W + y in G

u(y) = 0 on ∂G,

(2.2)

. The observation equation is given byχ(y) ≡ u(y),the cost functional is given by:

C(y) = E
(∫

G

(((u(y)− u(0) + (u(0)− χd))
2)dx

)
+

∫
Ω

(∫
G

M(z2) dx

)
dp, (2.3)

whereχd = in [L2(Ω,F , P ;G)].
Then, the control problem is defined by:

y ∈ Yad such that

C(z) = inf C(y) ∀z ∈ Yad,

whereYadis a closed convex subset from[L2(Ω,F , P ;G)].
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Since the cost functional (2.3) can be written as:

C(y) = E
(∫

G

(((u(y)− u(0) + (u(0)− χd))
2)dx

)
+

∫
Ω

(∫
G

M(z2) dx

)
dp,

where

Π(y, z) = E
(∫

G

{(u(y)−u(0))2+(u(z)−u(0))2}dx
)
+

∫
Ω

∫
G

(
M(z2)

)
dx dp, (2.4)

M > 0 is a positive constant, then

L(z) = E
(∫

G

(−u(0) + χd)(u(i)− u(0) dx

)
, (2.5)

andΠ(y, y)is a stochatic coercive on[L2(Ω,F , P ;G)].SinceL(z)is continuous on[L2(Ω,F , P ;G)],
then there exists a unique optimal control from the general theory in [8]. More-
over, we have the following theorem which gives the characterization of the optimal
control.

Theorem 2.2. If the stateu(y)is given by (2.1) and if the cost functional is
given by (2.3), then there exists a unique optimal controly ∈ Yadsuch thatJ(y) ≤
J(z) ∀z ∈ Yad; Moreover, it is characterized by:


−∆h(y) = u(y)− χd in G

h(y) = 0 on ∂G,

whereh(y)is the adjoint state process.
Proof. SinceC(y)is differentiable andYadis bounded, then the optimal controlzis

characterized (see e.g [8,9]). Using equations (2.4), (2.5), we get

Π(y, z − y) ≥ L(z − y), (2.6)

and

Π(y, z − y) − L(z − y)

= E
(∫

G

((u(y)− u(0))((u(z − y)− u(0))))dx

)
− E

(∫
G

(((u(0)− χd)((u(z − y)− u(0)))))dx

)
+

∫
Ω

(∫
G

My(z − y) dx

)
dp

=

∫
Ω

(∫
G

My(z − y)) dx

)
dp

+ E
(∫

G

((u(y)− χd)(u(z)− u(y))dx

)
≥ 0,

with(B∗h(y), u(y)) = (h(y), Bu(y)),and B is defined by:

B Φ = B {u(y)} = (−∆u(y)).

Applying the derivative in the sense of distribution, we get

B∗h(y) = u(y)− χd,
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whereB = −∆ and . So,

Π(y, z − y) − L(z − y)

=

∫
Ω

(∫
G

(My, z − y)dx

)
dp+ E

(∫
G

(h(−∆u(z)))dx

)
≥ 0

Hence, from (2.6) we obtainE
(∫

G
((h+My)(z − y)dx

)
≥ 0 �

Remark 2.1
If constraints are absent, i.e. whenYad = Y,thenh(z) + My = 0, zj ̸= yjory =

−h(z)

M
the differential problem of finding the vector-function satisfies the the fol-

lowing relations.
For the state process 

Bu+
h(z)

M
= W in G

u = 0 on ∂G.

For the adjoint state process
Bh(y)− u(y) = −χd in G

h(y) = 0 on ∂G.

Neumann Stochastic Elliptic Systems
In this section, we study the optimal control problem for stochastic elliptic

system with Neumann conditions.
−∆u(x) = W (x) in G1

∂u(x)

∂VA
= g on ∂G,

(3.1)

whereg ∈ H
1
2 (Ω,F , P ;G).

Existence and Uniqueness of Solution. In this subsection, we study the ex-
istence and uniqueness of solutions for stochastic systems governed by Neumann
problems. Since

[H1
0 (Ω,F , P ;G)]2 ⊆ [H1(Ω,F , P ;G)]2,

then

∥u∥2[H1
0 (Ω,F,P ;G)]2 ⊆ ∥u∥2[H1(Ω,F,P ;G)]2 ,

which proves the coerciveness of bilinear forma(u, u)on[H1(Ω,F , P ;G)]2

b(u, u) ≥ c∥u∥2[H1(Ω,F,P ;G)]2 (Stochastic coerciveness) (3.2)

Theorem 3.1. Assume that (3.2) holds, and then there exists a unique solutionuof
system (3.1).

Proof. Since the bilinear formb(u,Ψ)is continuous and stochastic coercive on[H1(Ω,F , P ;G)]2,
then by Lax Milgram lemma there exist a unique solution of:

b(u,Ψ) = L(Ψ),∀u ∈ [H1(Ω, F,P;G)]2, (3.3)
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whereL(Ψ)is continuous linear form defined on [H1(Ω,F , P ;G)]2by using Green’s
formula, we obtain (3.1):

L(Ψ) = E
(∫

G

(W Ψ) dx+

∫
∂G

(g Ψ) d∂G

)
,

then (3.3) is equivalent to

b(u,Ψ) = E
(∫

G

(∇u ∇Ψ) dx

)
+ E

(∫
∂G

∂u(x)

∂VA
Ψ

)
= E

(∫
G

(W Ψ) dx+

∫
∂G

(g Ψ) d∂G

)
Hence (3.3) is equivalent to (3.1) and there exists a unique solution of (3.1).
Formulation of the Optimal Control Problem with Neumann Conditions.
Here, we formulate the problem and establish necessary and sufficient conditions
for the optimal control of distributed type. The space[L2(Ω,F , P ;G)]2is the space
of controls. For a controly ∈ [L2(Ω,F , P ;G)]2,the stateu(y)of the system is given
by the solution of 

−∆u(y) = W (y) + y in G1

∂u(y)

∂VA
= g on ∂G.

(3.4)

The observation is given byχ(y) = u(y),the cost functional is given again by (3.4).
The optimal control is characterize by the following theorem:

Theorem 3.2. Assume that (3.2) holds, if the cost functional is given by (2.7),
then there exists an optimal controly = (y1, y2) ∈ [L2(Ω,F , P ;G)]2.Moreover, it is
characterized by the following equations and inequalities:


−∆h(y) = M

∂u(y)

∂VA
− χd in G

∂h(y)

∂V ∗
A

= 0.

Together with (3.4), wherep(u)is the adjoint state

E
(∫

G

(
Ny(z − y) +Ny(z − y) + h(z − y) + h(z − y)

)
dx

)
≥ 0. (3.5)

Remark 3.1

If constraints are absent, i.e. whenYad = Y,thenh(y) +Ny = 0ory = −h(y)

N
the

differential problem of finding the vector-function satisfies the following relations:
For the state process 

AU = W in G

∂U(y)

∂VA
+

h(u)

N
= g on ∂G.
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For the adjoint state process
Ah(y)−M

∂h(y)

∂V ∗
A

= −χd in G

∂h(y)

∂V ∗
A

= 0, on ∂G.

Dirichlet and Neumann Elliptic Systems

In this section, we study the distributed control problem for elliptic systems
involving Laplace operator. We consider the following elliptic equations:

−∆u(x) = f(x) in G

u(x) = 0 on ∂G

(4.1)

whereGis a bounded, continous and strictly domain inRnwith boundary∂G
Whileu(x) ∈ H1

0 (G), f ∈ L2(G)is a state process andW (x)is a wiener process.
We derive the existence and uniqueness of state of the system (4.1) in the following
subsection.

The space[L2(G)]being the space of controls. For a controly ∈ [L2(G)],the state
process of the systemuis given by the solution of the following system:

−∆u(y) = f + y in G

u(y) = 0 on ∂G,

(4.2)

. The observation equation is given byχ(y) ≡ u(y),the cost functional is given by:

C(y) =

(∫
G

(((u(y)− u(0) + (u(0)− χd))
2)dx

)
+

(∫
G

M(z2) dx

)
, (4.3)

whereχd in [L2(G)].
Then, the control problem is defined by:

y ∈ Yad such that

C(z) = inf C(y) ∀z ∈ Yad,

whereYadis a closed convex subset from[L2(G)].
Since the cost functional (4.3) can be written as:

C(y) =

(∫
G

(((u(y)− u(0) + (u(0)− χd))
2)dx

)
+

(∫
G

M(z2) dx

)
,

where

Π(y, z) =

(∫
G

{(u(y)− u(0))2 + (u(z)− u(0))2}dx
)
+

∫
G

(
M(z2)

)
dx, (4.4)

M > 0 is a positive constant, then

L(z) = E
(∫

G

(−u(0) + χd)(u(i)− u(0) dx

)
, (4.5)
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andΠ(y, y)is a coercive on[L2(G)].SinceL(z)is continuous on[L2(G)], then there ex-
ists a unique optimal control from the general theory in [8].

SinceC(y)is differentiable andYadis bounded, then the optimal controlzis char-
acterized (see e.g [8,9]). Using equations (4.4), (4.5), we get

Π(y, z − y) ≥ L(z − y), (4.6)(∫
G

((h+My)(z − y)dx

)
≥ 0

If constraints are absent, i.e. whenYad = Y,thenh(z) + My = 0, zj ̸= yjory =

−h(z)

M
the differential problem of finding the vector-function satisfies the the fol-

lowing relations.
For the state equation 

Bu+
h(z)

M
= f in G

u = 0 on ∂G.

For the adjoint state equation
Bh(y)− u(y) = −χd in G

h(y) = 0 on ∂G.

There is no change in Neumann, where the difference are also in bilinear form,
linear form and the cost functional.

Conclusion
This paper is the real development for works of Lions [10]. Also, we make a

new vision for study of the optimal control, there are difference data. White noise
, expectation in (linear and bilinear forms) and stochastic cost functional are the
difference about [10]. This paper is scalar case that ensure [2].
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